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SOLUTIONS ARCHITECTURE

BENEFITS
Build a roadmap for 

long-term success, 
with ExtraHop by 
your side 

Provides immediate 
value from your 
investment—targeted 
solutions created for 
the use cases you 
need most

Integrate with your 
existing toolsets

Deploy fast, the right 
way

ExtraHop Trusted 
Advisor: On-site 
expertise from an 
ExtraHop Solutions 
Architect

Ensure high-quality 
data feeds for your 
long-term success

Custom dashboards 
to show you and 
your teams exactly 
what you want, when 
you want it

Project scheduling 
and tasks handled by 
a Project Manager

DEPLOY
Data feed review prior to on-site implementation
Multi-site architecture for up to three (3) ExtraHop Discover Appliances
Discuss application and network flows, and develop ExtraHop 

deployment architecture strategy
Develop capture strategy for prioritized data collection focused on 

critical use cases

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
Hands-on training
Shoulder-to-shoulder customization experience
36 training credits intended for on-site Fundamentals and advanced training 
Configuration file with ExtraHop-created deliverables

IMPLEMENT
Implement baseline configuration for ExtraHop appliances
Embed a Solutions Architect into your team to protect your investment
Provide best practices based on industry and use cases

CUSTOMIZE
Create dashboards and other custom visualization aligned 

with business needs
Create up to eight (8) application dashboard templates
Create application containers for up to twelve (12) standard 3-tier applications
Up to two (4) Open Data Stream (ODS) integrations
Up to four (4) API integrations
Create an automated application grouping solution in order to build out 

dashboards for hundreds of applications
Up to twelve (12) ExtraHop Explore Appliance customizations
Create up to twenty (20) alerts or reports
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ADVANCED IMPLEMENTATION

The Advanced offering provides a more bespoke implementation for larger enterprise organizations that are looking to 
use ExtraHop across multiple teams. This offering ensures the ExtraHop platform fits your business and includes an 

on-site Solutions Architect for the duration of the engagement. 

Accelerate your deployment while incorporating best practices.


